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A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE RELEVANT TO THE PROBLEM OF

PURPOSEFUL READING AND COMPREHENSION REVEALS THE NEED TO HELP

CHILDREN ESTABLISH A MENTAL SET OR PURPOSEFUL ATTITUDE PRIOR

TO READING. TO EVALUATE A THOUGHT-DIRECTING QUESTION AS A

PURPOSE PRIOR TO READING AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF DIFFICULTY,

279 SIXTH GRADERS FROM THREE SCHOOLS IN HAMMOND, INDIANA,

WERE RANDOMLY ASSIGNED TO AN EXPERIMENTAL AND A CONTROL

GROUP. BOTH GROUPS WERE SUBDIVIDED INTO ABOVE-AVERAGE

READERS, AVERAGE READERS, AND BELOW-AVERAGE READERS ON THE

BASIS OF SCORES XI THE IOWA TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS. BOTH

GROUPS ALSO READ AN ARTICLE FROM 'JUNIOR SCHOLASTIC

MAGAZINE." THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP WAS GIVEN A BROAD

THOUGHT-DIRECTING QUESTION BEFORE READING THE SELECTION,

WHILE THE CONTROL GROUP WAS TOLD THAT THERE WOULD BE

QUESTIONS AFTER THEY HAD READ THE SELECTION. A FOLLOWUF TEST

OF 10 MULTIPLE - CHOICE ITEMS WAS GIVEN TO BOTH GROUPS. AN

ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS SHOWED THAT A BROAD

THOUGHT-DIRECTING QUESTION WAS OF SPECIAL VALUE IN

COMPREHENDING MATERIAL THAT APPROXIMATED THE READING LEVEL OF

THE READER, BUT WAS NOT VALUABLE WHEN THE MATERIAL WAS TO

DIFFICULT OR TOO EASY FOR THE READER. THIS PAPER WAS

PRESENTED AT THE INTERNATIONAL READING ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE

(SEATTLE, MAY 4-6, 1967). (NS)
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Nearly twenty years ago Gray declared, Very little hat

been done to determine the patterneof guidamee that are nest

effective in reeding for different purpesee (1) limperleal

evidence related to the establishment of purpose, and the

most effective means of creating an appropriate mindimset among

children, needs to be compiled.

Observation and inquiry reveal that many college and

university freshmen have never-leerned to establish a purple*

for reading other than the shallow purpose of reading to see

what is said. Most students of this type are merely oompllayt

and read without seeking understanding. They realize Abut

they are expected to do the reading, and in their way they do

so. Their efforts, however. amount only to hoping that they

understand, but do not eoistitete real effort lao.understamd.

Shores up reported a study in Sementari Iggligh in

which he found that pupils need help in recognising the

requirements of reading and need practice in adjuiting their

reading rates and techniques to their purposes. While Shores

was primarily concerned with reading for different purposes,

and as Gray (2) had suggested, also recommended carrying oat

empirical and analytical studies of what is involved in

ability to read for various purposes.

In an earlier study. 'sloes (kneed oollege students in

an rrfort to determine the comprehension levels of reading

when guided by questions. as opposed to careful reading and

rereading without questions. The results of her study iodinated
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that guiding questions signitleantly inereased reading

ability in both imspdiate and *played resell of the animal

to the questions used. There was ne loss in delayed resell

of answers to suppleuentaryqueatiOns.

In a 1927 study Dieted, studying a group of sixth -grads

pupils, concluded that. If the purpose is to measure the

immediate recall on the ALMA pantqW of a selection after

a single reading. It :mars 4imbOinl whether a wide variety

of purposes for reading. directing attention to the *entente

can be justified in view of the relatively large mount of
t

time required for reading.. NI thrtber -concluded, however,

that it is valuable to .read with a problea or questions in

mind. When deflnits,Inagiguse is desired, and when them,

used, directed types of reading are intrinsically worth

while in that they develop habits, of reading effectively for

different purposes.° (1) linker ant NaUllough (2) define

the efficient reader as one who comprehends just what is

required by whatever purpose he has in reading. rather than

the one who comprehends the most details.

In working with a group of college students, lateen (1)

found that when the students were asked to read for complete

mastery of passage. alert se was engendered above' normal.

Bs said that such a mental set made the reader capable of

reading with greater comprehension and speed. This study

seems to attest to the isportenee of the mental set or

purposeful attitude upon the part of the reader. The preblen

Italics provided by present writer
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in part, then, sum to is one of helping ebildren establish

a mental set before they begin their reading either in the

content areas or in recreational reading.

W2211 21,21211dt

The purpose of this study was to make an appraisal of

the value of providing pupils with a broad general thought

directing question prior to reading at different levels of

difficulty, In other words. what is the value of a broad

thought directing question to the above average reader', the

average reader, and the below average reader? The (above

average reader was considered to be one who read sore than

a year above his grade placements the average reader, one who

read on a level within a range of one year below and one year

above his grade placements and the below average reader. one

who read more than a year below his wad,

1101=2,L2ALLUZ
This experimental stony involved 279 sixthgrade pupils

frr ten classrooms in three different schools in Hammond.

Indiana. The children in sae. classroom had been grouped

heterogeneously. Through * rom4om selection of classrooms.

the pupils in half of the elassrooma in each school became the

subjects of the experimentmi group (Group A) while the children

in the remaining clalsrooms used the control group (Group AL

Both Group A and Group B pupils were iUrther subdivided

into above average readers, average readers, and below average
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readers on the basil of pprOximate readiOg levels. 110, this

puppose the Reading 8ubtut Of the jam Thu at lull UM&
Fora 2, was used. re the foe cases where the grade equivs100

scores oould not be obtained, the pupils were eliminated teem

osnsideration in the study. The breakdown into the saterap

within Groups Aland D was accomplished by placing all pupils

who read more than one year below grade level into SubsCreop I.

All Sub-Group I pupils had grade-equivalent scores of 5.1 se

lower. Sub-Group II pupils had grade-equivalent scores whisk

ranged from 5.2 through 7.1. All Sub-Cram II pupils may be

thoutht of as those who were to read on a level.approximatiM,

their grade placement. Sub-Croup III as made up of pupils

reading well above the average, and who had earned a grade

equivalent score of 7.2 or above on the test.

As result of grouping is this manner it was found that

the mean grade-equivalents for Group A (64) and Group S (6.6)

were comparable. Since the mean scores showed that there Was

only one month difference between the average reading abilities

of the members of the experimental amp and the control group

used in the study, it was thought that thote pupils represented

a good random sampling.

The pupils in both groups were asked to read 112Pertiolo

entitled, The swiss Governmeat.. mhioh was taken tram the

Lulu Scholastic, Bmaunt. The content of this article vas

judged to be appropriate for the averos0 silith grade pupil.

Each of the various subgroups of Group A. the experimental

group, was given a broad thought-directing Question prior to
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reading the article. They were informed that they were to

answer some questions after the reading. The broad question

west In what ways is 3witaorland4s government like our own

and in what ways is it different?' Atter the test, ten

follow-up questions of the multiple chyle* type were given.

Whereas the pupils in Group Aisers given the brood thoughti

directing question before reading. the children in Group

were told only that they would be asked to answer the questions

after the reading.

The mean score on multiple-choice test was obtained

for each sub-group of Groups A and D. After. making a com-

parison of the sub-group mean scores. the total scores fg:r

Groups A and B were compared.

lacei_nu £L el.a
In examining the data obtained from this study it was

found that the mean of the scores on the test for the ex-

perimental group was six points higher than the mean of the

scores for the control group. Examination of the mean scores

from the three separate schools involved in the study showed

a consistent pattern of increased comprehension for the pupils

in the experimental gram. The t-test was then applied in an

aOtempt to ascertain whether or not the differences in the

mean of the two groups was statistically significant. Upon

the application of this test it was found that this difference

was significant at a level exceeding the five per cent level

of confidence.
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Exanination of the data for sub-group I of Group 4

the poorest readers, reveals that these pupils not only did

not improve in comprehension when presented with the broad

thought-directing questlem bat actually did not ecapreheni U
well. The fact that these pupils probably were reading en

the frustration level may well be of some particular signine
canes in this instance.

comparison of the data from sub-groups II of bb6h Creep,

A and I reveals that there was a man difference of eleven

points in favor of the experimental sub-group. These groups

represent the average readers for whoa sixth grade material is

very likely on their Instructional level.. These two submgrenpe

represented the largest of th population groups. When the

t-test was applied to the eleven point difference in the mean

performance, the results indicated a significant difference at

the two per cent level of confidence. Thie seems to attest to

the value of the thought-directing question when material is

at an average level of difficulty.

Analysis of the results of testing sub-groups III, the

above average readers, reveals that the difference between the

mean performance of the experimental sub-group and the control

sub-group was only three points, with the difference favoring

the experimental group. This difference was not significant at

the five per cent level.

Since the sub-group III pupils were able to reed more

than a year above the level of difficulty of the material

read, it is likely that this material was easy enough to be
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referred to as independent 141 material.

Wow BM Conclusion

A thoughtful analysis of the results of the teat seems

to indicate that in general a broad thought-direoting quastiom

before reading is of value as tar as comprehension is Gan,

scorned. But, as was 'shown by some of the earlier studies*

there are same qualifying conditions. Apparently when pupils

reed on an easy level, a level sone night desorite as the

independent or free -reading.level, the thought- directing

question is of very little value. In this instance, thesi

readers probably formulate their own nnppose for reading.

Perhaps the material is Just so easy that the thought-directing .

tmystion is Juperfluous.

Por pupils who read material at or near their instructional

level, a level at which some help may be needed (the teaching

level) the thought-directing question seemed to be significantly

valuable. Apparently the thought-directing question gave

enough mind -set to enable the pupils to oomprehend better.

It was quite clear that this group wined better comprehension

as a result of the question.

The pupils who read well below the level of difficulty of

the saterial to be ma, worst no,!. aided in comprehension br

the provision of a thought-directing question.. The broad

question appeared to affect emprohonsion adversely. This

finding is somewhat in line with earlier studies where a

number of questions were used, rather than a single broad
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question. It should be remembered that these pupils

probably were reading on the frustration level, and the

question served only to add to their demfusion.

In an attempt at a timed interpretation of the findinil*

of this study, it seems that three discreet conclusions may

be drawn, namely:

1. A broad thought -directing question may not contribute

significantly toward better comprehension when the material

is of a low level of difficulty for the particular reader.

2. In general, the broad thought-directing question is

of value in oomprehendingmaterial that is near the instructional

level of difficulty for the reader,

..3. When the material to be read is on the frustration

level, thought-directing question to give mind-set, is of

no value.
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